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Sindri

With contributions from Sindri



Kratos of Sparta. I remember the first time I laid eyes on him, 
struttin’ up to me, all sightly and fine. Didn’t know what to 
make. He don’t look it now, but he comes from fancy, godly 
means. Ain’t much of a talker, which is fine by me.

Seems to prefer his armor on the lighter side, favoring mobility 
to being weighed down. Note the sparse ornamentation.

Sometimes dabbles in heavy 
armor when needs must.

KRATOS (and Mimir)







This scar’s ugly and beautiful, innit? 
Just a reminder that life ain’t all 
moonbeams and river kisses.

He won’t tell us where he got it,  
and I wouldn’t recommend asking.

Love those peepers





Also provided by 
yours truly

Polished Járnsmida silver plating





Brown bear fur with basic stitching



Two lines, always intertwining, never touching, but making 
something beautiful… a lot like Kratos and his boy. Salvaged 
from previous armor, looks like.

It came to me in a dream.

What?! Came to me 

in a dream!



Before Fimbulwinter set in, we 
provided him with random buckles 
and plate elements for crafting armor 
in our absence

Traditional Dwarven buckle design Adequate stitching, dyed red with 
madder plant maybe?

He traditionally loves pops of 
red in his gear.



Bear fur from the look and feel—thick 
enough for surviving the rigors of 
Fimbulwinter

That ain’t just a snake?

Love the surprise appearance by Jörmungandr!



That were Sindri did that

Um, no.







Polished Járnsmida wrought iron—note thinness

Brok smelt and flattened it, 
I provided the design.

unnecessary

Note coverage on arms, presumably 
due to Fimbulwinter chilly-willy



Another loose element I provided—I like 
how he used it. Inspired by Elven aesthetics 

filtered through my own tastes. Reminder 

of their trip to Alfheim!

Beautiful design, inspired by…?



His current getup was cobbled together by the 
big man and his son. Should provide invaluable 
insight into his stylistic predilections and defensive 
proclivities and what nots.

Should also tell you lots bout 

what he likes





Simple, crudely hand-stitched, leather bag

Shut your gob

He stole this from the Goddess Freya!

That crap weren’t me

Fairly certain it was a gift...

Another Kratos and/or Atreus original.

Actually a beautiful story behind this...





Possibly the Huldra Brothers’ greatest work, and just 
maybe one of the greatest weapons in all the nine realms

You can take your Possiblys and Maybes 

and stuff ‘em in a Draugr-hole!



Would love to get my hands on these beauts. 
Curious about what they looked like in their 

original state, before the Brothers put hand to them How DARE you.





switched out round shield 

for a squares one

And to be easier for 

nappin on!

It’s modeled after the Giant Hrimthur’s 
great wall in Asgard.



Quite the sweetheart and a wonderful gabber—has 
the best gossip over a cup of meadowsweet tea.

Not horn coverings, but his actual horns! Beautiful gold 
patterns magically etched when he went into Odin’s 
service. Mark of nobility or a golden handcuff? Don’t 
wanna ask.

He’s a severed head and it’s the eyes that 
are throwing you off??

Bifröst eyes!

Make him look ugly as butt

Gift from the Giants (when they were still around).

MIMIR



Gilded beard beads/rings for stylish whiskers that 
screams Smartest Head Alive

These weren’t meant for the head!!



Asgardian weave—enchanted for durability, though I 
doubt the Asgardians anticipated this particular use case!

Mimir was real cagey when I asked about these

He’s told me three different stories re: their 
origin, and I believe none of them.



ATREUS
Cute little squirt! Such precious scars. 

Son of Kratos and Laufey the Just—part god, part Giant. Very 
different style from his father… goes to show how everybody 
hammers to their own beat.

Note lighter values and bright colors.

They reflect his more optimistic 
attitude and personality.





Sky blue peepers

Does he cut his own hair??

Back in the day, Kratos cut his hair. These days,
 I 

think it’s mostly Atreus with some help from dad.

I offered to help plenty times, but nooooo… 

said he weren’t lookin’ to get his ears 

sheared along with his locks by accident





Arrowhead?

Note the red stitching is in the same 
place as Kratos’ tattoo. Coincidence?

One of the mistletoe arrows I 
made Atreus—the only thing 
able to kill Baldur.

Never doubt my instincts.

I think the yellow reflects his strong 
connection to his mother and the Giants.

He’s his father’s son

Bah! Not like you knew 

that when you made it!



Indeed. Atreus is one of the few 
who can speak to Jörmungandr in 
the Ancient Tongue.

Stylized world serpent?

Wolf fur

Fitting, since he’s small, 
quick, and cunning.

While daddy’s bigger, 

slower, and vicious like 
a bear





Elven brass



Gorgeous leather arm guard

Burnished pewter cuff ornaments

It’s wolf themed to represent the speed 

and aggressiveness of the arrows he shoots.

buuuut more important, it 

protects his scrawny arm from 

a slappin bow string



Beautifully hand-engraved bronze 
hook buckles

Bold splash of red, foreign fabric

I’m proud of you, Brok, for embracing 
your inner Sindri here.

thanks. once I started, couldn’t stop

Greek fabric given to him by Kratos. He 
always seems to have both mother and 
father represented in his outfits.

Sure do love the woven skirt!

So does he! He’s worn it for as long 
as I’ve known him, in fact.”

Squirt’s come a long way

 since first I saws him





Identical to dad’s

When Atreus was born, Kratos made two knives, 

mixing metals from his homeland and from here.





Atreus told me his feet kept growing so often 

that Kratos got fed up having to make him 

new ones all the time, so Atreus had to learn 

how to make them himself.

Self-reliance! And now that kid can 

turn a reindeer into a boot faster 

than a wulver guts oxen

Unnecessarily gross.

Maybe reindeer hide? Looks particularly, 
uh, slapdash.



bow turned to crud without our carin’ touch

Remarkably well-made by Kratos

Though it lacks the finer, artisanal touch and 

artistic flare of Dwarven craftsmanship, even I can 

admire its robust design and construction.



And he’s an artist to boot!

I’m not at all hurt that we’re missing 
from his drawing. Nooo, sir.

gonna add us in next time 

i’m upgrading it!
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